Two distinct roles of Atlantic SSTs in ENSO variability: North Tropical Atlantic SST and Atlantic Niño
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[1] Two distinct roles of the Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs), namely, the North Tropical Atlantic (NTA) SST and the Atlantic Niño, on the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability are investigated using the observational data from 1980 to 2010 and coupled model experiments. It appears that the NTA SST and the Atlantic Niño can be used as two independent predictors for predicting the development of ENSO events in the following season. Furthermore, they are likely to be linked to different types of El Niño events. Specifically, the NTA SST cooling during February, March, and April contributes to the central Pacific warming at the subsequent winter season, while the negative Atlantic Niño event during June, July, and August contributes to enhancing the eastern Pacific warming. The coupled model experiments support these results. With the aid of a lagged inverse relationship, the statistical forecast using two Atlantic indices can successfully predict various ENSO indices. The distinct roles of Atlantic SSTs in ENSO variability are likely to be linked to different types of El Niño events. Furthermore, they have distinct roles on ENSO. This paper is intended to show the distinct roles of the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño on ENSO variability. In section 2, descriptions of the observational data and coupled (ocean-atmosphere) general circulation model (CGCM) used in this study are provided. The distinct roles of the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño are shown in section 3. Summary and conclusions are presented in section 4.

1. Introduction

[2] Recently, there has been increasing evidence for the role of Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) on the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability [Dommenget et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2012; Ham et al., 2013]. After the recognition of the equatorial Atlantic SST variability, often called the Atlantic Niño [Merle et al., 1980; Servain et al., 1982; Keenlyside and Latif, 2007], its possible role on ENSO has been examined by several pioneer works. According to these studies, the Atlantic Niño during the boreal summer can lead to La Niña during the subsequent winter season through the strengthening of the Walker circulation with an ascending branch over the Atlantic and a descending branch over the western Pacific. Then, the low-level easterly flow over the western Pacific triggers coupled processes to develop a La Niña [Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 2009].

[3] Meanwhile, Ham et al. [2013] discovered the unique role of the North Tropical Atlantic (NTA) SST during the boreal spring on ENSO during the subsequent winter season. They found that the NTA SST can trigger the warm pool (WP) type of El Niño through the subtropical teleconnection along the Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). They identified a subtropical teleconnection along the off-equatorial Pacific ITCZ, which relays the Atlantic signal to the west. The spring warming in the NTA SST can induce a low-level anticyclonic flow over the western Pacific from the boreal summer, then this flow generates easterly winds over the western equatorial Pacific to cool the equatorial Pacific SST and to trigger a La Niña during the following winter.

[4] Though previous studies emphasized the role of the Atlantic Niño and NTA SST on ENSO variability, it is not yet clear whether these two SSTs are independent or not, and whether they have distinct roles on ENSO. This paper is intended to show the distinct roles of the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño on ENSO variability. In section 2, descriptions of the observational data and coupled (ocean-atmosphere) general circulation model (CGCM) used in this study are provided. The distinct roles of the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño are shown in section 3. Summary and conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Observational Data and CGCM for Partially Coupled Experiments

[5] The monthly mean 850 hPa wind and precipitation from 1980 to 2010 are obtained from the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications [Rienecker et al., 2011]. The observed SST data during 1980–2010 are the improved Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature version 2 [Smith and Reynolds, 2004]. All the data used in this study are detrended first.

[6] For partially coupled experiments, the GFDL CM2.1, which is developed by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, is utilized [Delworth et al., 2006]. In order to consider the impact of the Atlantic SST, a set of three ensemble simulations are conducted. In each ensemble run, the CGCM is integrated with the observed SST only over the Atlantic Ocean (35°S–65°N) from 1951 to 2010, and the last 30 year integration is used for analysis. Note that full air-sea coupling is applied everywhere except in the Atlantic, where model SSTs are nudged to the observations with a time scale of 5 days.

3. Roles of NTA SST and Atlantic Niño in the Pacific SST Variability

[7] To compare the role of the NTA SST and that of the Atlantic Niño, Figure 1 shows lagged regressions using the NTA SST index (80°W–20°E, 0°N–15°N) during February, March, and April (FMA) and the Atlantic Niño
Since the ENSO can be induced internally within the Pacific due to its oscillatory nature, we apply partial regression to linearly remove the impact of NINO3.4 SST (170°W–120°W, 5°S–5°N) during previous December, January, and February (DJF) as in Ham et al. [2013]. In spite of the presence of the nonlinear complexity of ENSO, the partial regression is an alternative way to isolate the impact of the Atlantic SST from the oscillating nature of ENSO. Note that the regressions denote the changes with respect to the one standard deviation change of the indices, and we multiply the regression by minus one to focus on the El Niño events.

The NTA cooling during FMA induces suppressed convection over the equatorial Atlantic during March, April, and May (MAM) (Figure 1a), and it generates low-level anticyclonic flow over the eastern Pacific as a Gill-type Rossby wave response [Gill, 1980]. On the western flank of this anticyclonic flow, reduced wind speed and warm wet moist energy advection due to the southerly leads to SST warming with enhanced convective activity [Xie, 1999; Ham et al., 2007]. During JJA, this positive precipitation and SST warming over the off-equatorial central Pacific provide low-level cyclonic flow over the central western Pacific, which leads to equatorial westerly over the western Pacific (Figure 1c). At the same time, there is equatorial easterly over the eastern Pacific, so the wind response to the NTA SST is opposite over the western and eastern Pacific. It means that the thermocline deepening due to the equatorial westerly over the western Pacific is compensated by the thermocline shoaling due to the local easterly over the eastern Pacific. Therefore, the SST change over the eastern Pacific is relatively weak, preferring central Pacific warming [Kug et al., 2009, 2010]. It implies that the opposite wind response is a key to trigger the WP El Niño response to the NTA SST (Figures 1e and 1g).

On the other hand, the Atlantic Niña is likely to enhance SST warming over the eastern Pacific, namely, the El Niño modulated by the Atlantic Niña tends to be a canonical one. This is because the easterly over the equatorial far-eastern Pacific is considerably weaker with the Atlantic Niña. During JJA, the equatorial easterly driven by the Atlantic Niña is nearly zero over the equatorial eastern Pacific, while significant easterly is induced by the NTA SST over 140°W–90°W (Figures 1c and 1d).

The other difference is that the wind anomaly is mainly over the equator in the case of the Atlantic Niña.
The NTA SST and Atlantic Niño indices, respectively. There are six cases of NTA warming, and in every case, a negative NINO3.4 SST follows. Similarly, three of the four cases of NTA cooling show positive NINO3.4 SST during the following DJF. This implies that the NTA SST during the boreal spring has a strong inverse relationship with the ENSO during the following winter season. Interestingly, the three El Niño cases after NTA cooling were in 1986/1987, 1994/1995, and 2009/2010, whose SST anomalies were mostly located over the central Pacific, indicating that the NTA cooling played a role in enhancing central Pacific warming. In the case of the Atlantic Niño, there are five positive cases, and three of them are followed by Pacific SST cooling. In addition, among six negative Atlantic Niño cases, three of them are linked to the Pacific SST warming, confirming the negative relationship between the Atlantic Niño and the ENSO. Interestingly, some negative Atlantic Niño events coincide with the strongest El Niño cases (i.e., 1982/1983 and 1997/1998) in the twentieth century [Keenlyside et al., 2013]. This implies that the Atlantic Niño may help to develop the strongest El Niño events. Note that the differences in the La Niña led by the two types of Atlantic SSTs are not clear as those in the El Niño, as Kug and Ham [2011] pointed out that the La Niña events are hard to distinguish based on their spatial patterns.

During the El Niño developing phase, while the NTA SST affects the subtropical North Pacific variability. That is, the Atlantic Niña modulates the ENSO through altering the Walker circulation [Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 2009], implying that its primary mechanism is substantially different from that for the NTA SST, which affects the Pacific variability along the Pacific ITCZ [Ham et al., 2013]. It is also consistent with Boschat et al. [2013] that the North Pacific variability during boreal spring season can enhance ENSO predictability during subsequent winter season.

[11] As shown in Figure 1, the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño are linked to different spatial patterns of SSTs over the tropical Pacific in the following seasons, implying that they favor development of the different types of El Niño during subsequent boreal winter season. To check individual ENSO events associated with the two types of Atlantic variability, Figure 2 shows the time series of D(0)JF(1) NINO3.4 SST from 1980 to 2010 with significant FMA(0) NTA SST or JJA(0) Atlantic Niño. To have a glance at the relationship between Atlantic SSTs and the ENSO, years with NTA warming (NTA SST greater than one standard deviation) and cooling (smaller than minus one standard deviation) are denoted by red and blue bars, respectively, and positive and negative Atlantic Niño are outlined by yellow and light blue, respectively.

During the El Niño developing phase, while the NTA SST affects the subtropical North Pacific variability. That is, the Atlantic Niña modulates the ENSO through altering the Walker circulation [Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 2009], implying that its primary mechanism is substantially different from that for the NTA SST, which affects the Pacific variability along the Pacific ITCZ [Ham et al., 2013]. It is also consistent with Boschat et al. [2013] that the North Pacific variability during boreal spring season can enhance ENSO predictability during subsequent winter season.

[12] This analysis also confirms that the two Atlantic SSTs are independent predictors of the ENSO. That is because there were only two significant NTA SST events among a total of 10 cases that were overlapped with significant Atlantic Niño events (i.e., 1983/1984 and 1988/1989). The correlation coefficient between FMA NTA and JJA Atl3 indices is less than 0.1 during 1980–2010. In addition, the lead-lag correlation coefficients between FMA NTA SST and 3 month moving average Atlantic Niño index do not show any significant relation at the 95% significant level (less than 0.3 for the correlation, not shown), implying that they are independent precursors for ENSO development.

[13] With the aid of a solid negative relationship between Atlantic SSTs that contribute to ENSO with several months of time lag, Atlantic SSTs can be powerful and reliable predictors for ENSO. To investigate how much the ENSO forecast skill is contributed with Atlantic SSTs, statistical prediction with the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño is performed using a simple linear regression method. We use the FMA(0) NTA SST or JJA(0) Atlantic Niño from 1980 to 2010 to predict D(0)JF(1) NINO4, NINO3.4, and NINO3. The time series
contains all ENSO signals, and it is shown that the skill of the statistical prediction is insensitive whether the preceding D/(C_0)JF(0) ENSO signal is contained or not, even though the skill of the NINO3 index is slightly decreased with ENSO-removed time series (i.e., about 0.05). Note that multiple linear regression is applied when two predictors are used together, and the popular leave-one-out cross-validation method is applied by excluding the observed value at the target year.

Figure 3 shows the correlation skill between the observed and statistically predicted NINO indices. With the two Atlantic predictors (i.e., NTA SST and Atlantic Niño), the correlation skill over the NINO4 region is 0.56, which implies that the Atlantic SSTs can be a useful tool to predict ENSO in advance. With a single predictor, the correlation skills associated with the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño are 0.50 and 0.24, respectively, showing that the NTA SST is a more reliable predictor of central Pacific SST variability. It also shows that the sum of explained variance using NTA-only (25.0%) and Atl3-only (5.7%) predictions is quite similar to that using both indices (31.3%), consistent with the previous notions that they are independent predictors.

The correlation skill of the NINO3.4 index shows a similar behavior; however, the skill with the NTA SST is slightly decreased, and that with the Atlantic Niño index increased. Over the NINO3 region, the correlation skill with the two predictors is relatively lower than that of NINO4 or NINO3.4, and it is because the predictability with the NTA SST becomes lower over the eastern Pacific. The correlation skill with the NTA SST drops to 0.35, even though it is still higher than that with the Atlantic Niño (i.e., 0.32).

In summary, we wish to note the following. First, the NTA SST gives a higher correlation skill over the central Pacific SST. Second, the Atlantic Niño is likely related to the SST variability over the eastern Pacific. Finally, the correlation skill is systematically higher with two predictors than with any single predictor, implying that the two predictors are independent.

So far, the distinct roles of NTA SSTs and Atlantic Niño have been examined using the observational data.

Figure 3. Lagged regressions using partially coupled CGCM experiments from 1980 to 2010. The regression of 3 month averaged SST, wind vector at 850 hPa (vector), and precipitation during (a) MAM, (c) JJA, (e) SON, and (g) DJF onto the FMA NTA SST. The right panels are same as the left panels, except for the JJA Atlantic Niño index (i.e., the Atl3 index over 20°W–0°W, 3°S–3°N).
However, such analysis has a limitation due to small samplings. Next, this observed relationship is tested by partially coupled experiments using CGCM similar to those of Ding et al. [2012]. Figure 4 shows the partial lagged regression of SST, precipitation, and 850 hPa wind onto FMA(0) NTA SST and JJA(0) Atlantic SST as in Figure 1. During JJA, the equatorial easterly led by the NTA SST is clear over the far-eastern Pacific as observed. At the same time, there is equatorial westerly over the western Pacific along with cyclonic flow over the subtropical western Pacific. As a result, a WP type of El Niño develops up to September–November (SON), and then, it is weakened during DJF season. This means that the model experiments successfully mimic the notable variability over the Pacific led by the NTA SST, even though there is some systematic errors in seasonal evolution.

For the Atlantic Niño–related forcing, the SST warming over the eastern Pacific is induced in JJA due to the equatorial westerly over the western Pacific. Being different from the response to the NTA SST, there is no significant wind anomaly over the eastern Pacific; therefore, the SST anomalies are mainly located over the eastern Pacific. This partially coupled experiment confirms that the Atlantic SSTs can trigger the canonical ENSO variability. Especially, it is shown that there are systematic differences between the El Niño led by the NTA SST and that by the Atlantic Niño, implying that the two types of Atlantic SSTs can be unique precursors of the two types of El Niño events.

4. Summary and Conclusion

In this study, the roles of NTA SST and Atlantic Niño are compared. The lagged regression and time series analysis show that the two types of Atlantic SSTs are independent indicators of ENSO variability, contributing to different types of El Niño events. Specifically, the NTA SST cooling during FMA is linked to the WP type (i.e. 1994/1995 and 2009/2010) or the mixed type (i.e., SST center is between that in WP and canonical El Niño, 1986/1987 case) of El Niño at the subsequent winter season. In contrast, a negative Atlantic Niño event during JJA is followed by the canonical El Niño (i.e., 1982/83 and 1997/98). The partially coupled experiments successfully mimic the main characteristics of El Niño events led by the NTA SST and Atlantic Niño.

With the aid of a clear inverse relationship with several months of time lag, the statistical forecast using two Atlantic indices successfully predict various ENSO indices to some extent. The forecast skill for the NINO4 (NINO3) index is 0.56 (0.47). Between two SSTs, the NTA SST has a stronger connection with the Pacific SST variability, that is, the statistical forecast results show that FMA NTA SST systematically has a greater impact on forecast skill than the JJA Atlantic Niño index even with a longer lead time.

As this study suggests that the two Atlantic precursors can explain the variability of two types of El Niño events in advance, the ENSO prediction of dynamical models can be improved if they reflect the Atlantic influences reasonably. In particular, the NTA SST can be critical for the prediction of WP El Niño. Previous studies reported that the forecast skill for the WP El Niño is considerably lower than that for the canonical El Niño [Hendon et al., 2009; Jeong et al., 2012]. Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine how well the climate models simulate these Atlantic SSTs and their influences on ENSO.
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